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charactErizing the  entirety  of  “narco-culture,”  let  alone  any  culture,  is
quite difficult, but by analyzing a discrete musical-literary genre,  the narco-
corrido – a ballad-form mostly popularized in mexico, the borderlands, and
the  Southwestern united  States  – one  can more  easily  characterize  the  cul-
ture’s principal artistic manifestation. in its simplest definition, the narcocor-
rido is a  song  that  recounts  the exploits of narcos, meaning drug smugglers
and  their  bosses.1 Since  the  narcocorrido’s  existence  as  a  specific  genre  is
dependent  on  specific  historical  and  social  circumstances,  the  study  of  the
genre also tends to focus on these. it is perhaps for this reason that compara-
tive studies of the narcocorrido are relatively rare; and yet a brief comparison
between  the  narcocorrido of  the  last  several  decades,  and  a  very  similar
genre, the seventeenth-century Spanish jácara (or romance de germanía), can





existed as part of  the romance tradition.  in  the  late medieval period, along-
side musical  stories  of martial  heroes,  there were  songs  about  outlaws,  the
sort  that  occurs  throughout much  of western  culture,  from  icelandic  sagas
(barraclough 368) to calabrian canto di malavita (Deaglio 359). what even-
tually made  jácaras distinct  from  other  Spanish  ballads  in  the  seventeenth
century was their use of criminal jargon, called germanía. in 1609, this dis-
Romance Notes 55.2 (2015): 241-52
1 Narcocorridos are  found  elsewhere,  especially where  drug  trafficking  is  prevalent.  See
Valbuena Esteban’s “Del romance español al narcocorrido colombiano.”
tinction was formally announced when Juan hidalgo published his compila-
tion of anonymous works  titled Romances de germanía.  in  the vocabulario
(glossary)  included at  the end of  the collection, hidalgo defines “jacarandi-
na” as “rufianesca o junta de rufianes, o ladrones” (hill 116). the individual
who most  firmly established  the genre’s popularity,  and whose works were
called “jácaras” after his death, was the master satirist Francisco de Quevedo.
while he was not  included  as  a named poet  in  the Romances de germanía
collection, his sarcastic criminal ballads were likely circulating in manuscript
form  around  the  same  time  (pedraza  Jiménez  84). within  the  next  twenty-
five years, “jácara” would become a generic designation quite separate from










ish  romance,  just  like  the  jácara 300  years  before.2 also  like  the  jácara,









2 the wider comparative study of corrido and romance has its most solid foundation in the





















the Spanish  romance tradition,  as  critics  attempt  to  establish  links between
the genres while trying to avoid getting bogged down in an argument based
on judgments about originality and influence (beusterien 673-74). armistead
is  strong  in  his  belief  that medieval  epic,  the hispanic  ballad  and modern
corridos are strongly tied through their “narrative themes” and “as a medium
for reporting on and remembering important events from the immediate past”
(101).  if  we  share armistead’s  assuredness  based  on  thematic  similarities,
then it is sufficient to stake a claim for a “genetic relationship” between the
jácara and the narcocorrido (101-02).




























code words  originally  used  by  criminals  to  avoid  detection  became  an
attraction  for  audiences,  and  poets  relished  mixing  code  words  with  their
own poetic  conceits.  in  the  early  stages  of  its  popularity, germanía as  fea-
tured in jácaras was sufficiently authentic that Juan hidalgo explained in his
prologue  that  there was a  real danger  in not knowing  this  strange  language
that appeared in his collection (hill 54). authenticity through terminology is
also one of the main attractions of the narcocorrido genre. the hit corrido by
los  tigres  del  norte  called  “Jefe  de  jefes”  begins  with  a  conversation  in
which one corrido aficionado  likes  the genre because  it  relates “los hechos
















toya arias 61). For both the narcocorrido and jácara genres, the chosen code
words are often emblems of a gangster lifestyle. hidalgo’s 1609 vocabulario of
germanía lists “estaca” as “daga,” a tool of many a seventeenth-century gang-
ster,  and modern  lexicographer alonso hernández  lists  four  examples  of  its
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usage,  two of which also  feature  “cerda,” meaning “cuchillo.” Slang expres-


















son, we  find  that  seventeenth-century  jácaras deal with pimping, extortion,
and  robbery  instead  of  drug-running,  and  the  women  in  the  early-modern




ent  terms  for  prostitute  or moll  (the  distinction  is  not  always  clear)  in  his
1609 vocabulario. “marca” (“mujer pública) and “coima” (“mujer del mun-
do”) are the most popular, appearing dozens of times in the songs from hill’s
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3 For settings in narcocorridos involving women and booze, lobato osorio also points out
the common ingredients of male camaraderie and a love of music (153).














the same narrator boasts  that his “animals”  sell better  in  the united States
than hamburgers  at mcDonald’s. while Narcocorridos mostly use violence
to heighten the tension of a narrative, an opposing use of understatement can


















to place jácaras in the category of romances burlescos would be misleading
because  they are not parodies or mockery per se. as with  the narcocorrido,
the  main  conceit  is  the  colorful  and  creative  narration  of  violent  criminal
exploits, and the jokes are not mainly intended to degrade the role of the crim-
inal.  instead,  the humor  is based on  the cleverness of  ironic  turns of phrase
and wordplay that entertain while only barely masking the true horror of the
situation. one of  the most  common puns  in  the  jácara uses  the  image of  a
“jubón,” a “jacket” stitched together from a hundred lashes on the back of the
condemned.  more  ingenious  poets  extend  the  joke  by  having  the  narrator
ironically  describe  a  greater  gift  of  two  “jubones.”  in  other words,  as men-
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tioned  in hill’s  romances numbered xl,  lix, xcix,  the  criminal  receives
two hundred  lashes  instead of  the normal hundred.  if  there  is any burlesque

























cocorridos are  set  apart  from other  corridos,  because  in  both  cases  they  are
more prone to censorship and even prohibition. Jácaras never appear to have




jácaras. indeed,  it  finally  became  an  intolerable  nuisance  in  Seville,  and  in
1648 the city authorities threatened all such disturbers with fine and imprison-
ment”  (135).  Some  of  the  theatricalized  jácaras in  luis  Quiñones  de  be-
navente’s  1645  collection  Jocoseria spend more  time  riling  up  the  audience
with a promise of a criminal ballad than actually producing one. in Jácara que
se cantó en la compañía de ortegón, which  starts with  the  stage  directions,
“piden los mosqueteros [“groundlings”] jácara,” two actresses are first hesitant




facing  censorship  and  suffering  the  audience’s wrath  us  undoubtedly  part  of
the genre’s appeal when it was transmitted to a mass audience.




4).  in  1997,  los tucanes  de tijuana  (perhaps  only  second  in  popularity  for
narcocorridos to los tigres del norte) released their compilation Tucanes de
plata: 14 tucanazos censurados and raúl ortega’s collection of corridos cen-
surados y rancheras llegadoras in 1998. this trend for releasing compact discs
with  similar  titles  continued well  into  the  next  decade, with banda macho’s











songs but not  their names and by  the  intellectuals and writers who have dis-
missed their work as música naca, music for hicks” (6).




informant  for  studying  the  seventeenth-century  Spanish hampa and modern
narco-culture, respectively. the finest collection of jácaras in a single volume
is  John m hill’s  1945 Poesías germanescas,  but  in  the  prologue  he writes,
“to the modern reader whose chief concern is with literary values these rem-
nants of such an exotic muse can hardly offer any contribution of value to the
enhancement of Spain’s belles  lettres”  (viii). the notion  that  a  jácara could
have any aesthetic value also seemed foreign to Juan hidalgo in 1609, as he
explained that his main purpose for publishing them was, in part,  to provide




the demonization of  the genre, and  instead pay attention  to  its usefulness as
“una  de  las  mejores  herramientas  o  barómetros  para  tomarle  el  pulso  a  la
sociedad mexicana (en méxico y en Estados unidos) de fines del siglo xx e
inicios  del  siguiente”  (21).  in  the  introduction  to  his  2001  book,  Mexican
Memoir: a Personal account of anthropology and Radical Politics in oaxa-
ca,  howard  campbell  divides  future  studies  into  two  groups:  those  about 
“the drug trade itself” and those about the “‘narco-style’ espoused in the hun-






because  of  the  two  genres’  popularity,  there  has  been  a  concomitant
desire  to  see  them  manifest  in  other  forms  of  entertainment.  in  general,
baroque  Spanish  entertainment  thrived  on  admixture,  and  with  the  domi-
nance of verse over prose in theatrical pieces since the beginning of the sev-
enteenth  century,  blending  poetic  and  dramatic  genres  was  the  norm.  one
example  is  the  blended  sub-genre  of  the  jácara entremesada,  similar  to  a
baile entremesado,  in  the 1663 anthology Tardes apacibles. on other occa-
sions, dramatized jácaras were simply called “jácaras” and nothing more, as
in luis Quiñones de benavente’s Jocoseria collection. the best example  is
the same piece cited above  in which one of  the female actor/singers  finally
obeys the audience’s “mandamiento fatal” and sings a jácara. in a metathe-
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is undoubtedly  the 2011  telenovela titled La reina del sur, based on a  full-
length novel from 2002. the author arturo pérez reverte “was ‘seduced’ by
the narcocorrido and the lifestyle it documents,” but he is also known for fic-




what  can  we  conclude  by  comparing  seventeenth-century  jácaras to
modern mexican  narcocorridos,  aside  from  the  validity  of  the  old  adage:






most  famous  representative,  are  categorized  by  some  modern  editors  as
belonging  to  “satírico-burlesca” works,  and  in  the  past  they  received  even
lighter  treatment  as  “obras  festivas”  (martínez  bogo  1).  in  contrast,  when
combing entire monographs written about the narcocorrido, it is difficult to
find much mention  of  humor  and  satire,  even  among  comments  about  the






cites  the  humor  of  “mis  tres  animales,”  as  i  have  done,  and  directly  after-
wards mentions the song “me gusta ponerle al polvo,” calling it “blunter and
not quite as clever”  (57). there must be a  spectrum of humor and satire  in




cally  vanish.  the mexico  research network  is,  as  of  2013,  working  on  a
“borderlands of  the iberian world” project, and there already exists a 2001
book with the very specific title of Medieval culture and the Mexican ameri-
can Borderlands. medieval “romances fronterizos” are a sub-genre known to
many  a  Spanish  literature  teacher.  if  we  consider  that  Juan  hidalgo’s
Romances de germanía was published  in  the same year as  the expulsion of
the moriscos, it should not surprise us that some jácaras contain hints of the





a  main  setting  for  action.  thirdly,  there  are  the  toponymic  names  of  the






de  color,  esa  frontera  que  fractura  a  las  sociedades mediterráneas  esclavis-
tas,” then this is yet another reason to study the jácara from an anthropologi-
cal point of view (plazolles guillén 50).  in  the end what can early modern
Spain tell us about today’s narco-culture? it can tell us that, as an object of
study,  whether  anthropological  or  otherwise,  narco-culture  has  as  much  to
teach us about the past as it has to learn from it. 
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